
C R E A T I V E  S T U D I O



We are a creative studio, pas-
sionate about our work. We 
believe in building strong re-
lationships with our clients to 
help them achieve their goals. 

Attention to detail, openness, 
innovation, playfulness and a 
strong work ethic are some of 
the qualities you will find with-
in our team.

We believe in offering “all in 
one” solutions and achieving 
great work within any given 
budget.
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Marketing
- Planning & strategy assistance
- Branding
- Social media marketing
- Trade marketing

Creative services
- Art direction
- Graphic design
- CGI & photomontage

Production
- Photography
- Digital filmmaking
- Postproduction
- 3D animation
- Printing
- Signage & sales modules

Technology
- Web design
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The following is a presentation 
of our past projects. Whether 
big or small, personal or com-
mercial, these are the ones we 
are the most proud of. 
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We are currently based in 
the Dominican Republic and 
travel regularly to Haiti. Due 
to the nature of our work and 
thanks to technology we can 
take on projects from any part 
of the world. We have worked 
with clients in the U.S.A and in 
Canada 



01- Initial meeting
Through phone calls, e-mail and meetings, we get to know 
your business, product and needs. Since every client is differ-
ent, we strive to provide solutions specific to each one and get-
ting to know you helps us in that process

02 - Research & idea pitch
After we’ve discussed your needs, we go “back to the lab”, inves-
tigate and come up with ideas and strategies that are tailored 
for you. This is a part of the process where we continue to ask 
questions and come up with preliminary solutions

03 - Production & feedback
Once the initial concepts have been approved, we begin pro-
duction of the work. We then submit it to you for feedback and 
necessary corrections. We try to involve our clients as much as 
possible during the whole development of the work 

04 - Finalization
Once you are happy with what we’ve come up with together. 
We produce the final work, add the finishing touches and if 
needed even help you deploy the project. 



www.eklere.com

info@eklere.com
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